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Move over Color Me Beautiful, an Emmy Award-winning costume designer shows women where to
find their authentic style archetype. David Zyla offers made women look sensational on the runway,
tv, and Broadway for two decades. Through quizzes, charts, and stories, women can discover the
colors, clothing, and accessories that will attract like, power, energy, and attention. In Color YOUR
LOOK ,David shows how every woman can unlock her genuine style based on a combined mix of
her personality, her eight true colours, and one of twenty-four color-palette archetypes-from the
Wholesome Flirt to the Romantic Poetess to The Maverick. We are at our best whenever we feel
comfortable, self-confident, and know we appearance fantastic. Color YOUR LOOK is like obtaining
an astrological reading-only color-inspired-allowing you to learn more about yourself when you make
over your wardrobe. Zyla and Color YOUR LOOK shows women how exactly to end up being their
best-without being slaves to developer labels or the latest trends.
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I am very happy You can tell a color analyst is good at their job if indeed they themselves look
good. This book is brilliant and of all color seasonal systems out there, Zyla can be by far the very
best. David Zyla is very fetching in his advertising photos, wearing a combination of tangerine and
blue which I doubt anyone else in the world could use but which appearance amazing on him.
Everything is situated upon what colors are active in YOUR BODY. I think it had been a good
purchase.. and that was AFTER I'd already applied the Konmari decluttering rules. I desire that David
Zyla experienced his own color tires or something to market but no, nothing so far. Someone gifted
me a copy of this book. How I wish there were images and color charts in this book!Well for the
first time I feel happy and confident in my own summer season! Bringing Color Analysis into this
Century - Advanced Seasonal Color Charts with 24 Archetypal Clothing Styles for Women If you
are looking for a far more advanced color system to assist you understand different seasonal
archetypes, this is the book for you!)... But it helps it be so much much easier to learn my
"archetype."Even more importantly though is David's technique in identifying one's best colors.
Nevertheless, I recently was very lucky to go reach discover David Zyla for a Color Consult and
Best Style Session so I picked it up with the hopes to getting it autographed. Now I do. One
suggestion was to start a notebook or scrapbook of clothes styles to look for to keep me on the
right track before I go shopping. I feel as if I've found my true personal at last. David thank you so
so so very much!! Do You Want Visitors to See You or Just EVERYTHING YOU Wear? David's treat
it the most accurate of any program/theology I've found.I took a substantial amount of time learning
and trying out colors, then pared the yellow, orange and most of the green from my wardrobe. I
have owned this reserve on digital for years since about the first month I had my kindle (1st gen).
And the bottom line is that the suggestions work.This is not an instant process (gee, my eyes are
green and my hair is auburn therefore i should be an autumn and can wear these 16 colors). If you
would like to get the most out of this book, I recommend reading it twice (the second period you
can skip parts you know do not pertain to you).I favor this to the initial "Color Me Beautiful" program
- which I was trained in professionally, in 1988. And the color philosophy talks about colors each
kind should wear for casual, business, romance, etc. I kept a couple of of those pieces because I
love them and can put on a scarf or coat in another of my "real" colours, so it works out.My new
dark is dark blue-gray and my fresh white is pale pink. Being somewhat enthusiastic about this
topic, I appear to have taken a large number of personal color evaluation (PCA) tests, always
coming away feeling enjoy it wasn't working. Right now people tend to say "You appear great"
instead of "That is clearly a great sweater." Good book, but needs images to explain colours. A
Google search soon brought me to this book. Changing my life! If there are color
samples/explanations that I could SEE, the publication would've been far better. It is much better to
understand one is an "elegant bohemian" summer months than some generic ordinary Jane
summertime (which is certainly how summers are frequently explained by color analysts, a lot of
whom are winters--could that be the reason? You should also try to have a second person help
you when it comes to identifying all of the different colors/shades in your iris as well as your skin
tone. David Zyla is an Emmy Award Winning Image Consultant/Stylist for All My Children. This
system is very useful in dressing a multitude of female characters that enjoy different archetypal
functions in daytime tv. It makes soooo much sense if you ask me, since even when I was a kid I
would dress up in flowy scarves and flowy skirts. Even now I are likely toward hippy skirts and
iridescent scarves. and all television and movies.This works on the original "Color Me Beautiful"
system - with the 4 Seasons (Spring, Autumn, Summer, Winter) - but breaks each season into 6
distinctly different archetypal images... which represent very different personality types for every
dressing style.That is complex. I'm having fun with it - nonetheless it is much more technical than the



original 4 Season approach. Five Stars This helped me to determine my season! That is a much
different strategy than draping systems. I recommend this to anyone who is wanting to explore fresh
dressing styles and colors which will be more flattering. Read This Book In that case Go Observe
This Fantastic Man PERSONALLY! Gets into the personality of each color type aswell. Since he
provides you utilize your actual epidermis tones, it makes perfect sense, and my best colors truly
will be the ones I have usually tended to gravitate toward without actually knowing why. Important
reading for everybody! I had a friend along for the trip to the consult in Seattle that experienced
never heard about Zyla and she devoured the book on the car ride and through the hotel stay.
styles you'll wear for a romantic particular date aren't the same colours & Zyla offers such a
following that our big facebook group which a great deal of users in Seattle fulfilled at The
Renaissance Hotel and got a meetup to go over their appointments and the outcomes of their
consults. As a stylist I will incorporate David’s insights into use my customers. Everything. In this
reserve David Zyla reduces his color system and can help you discover your color scheme and
then can help you find your season and archetype. Then breaks down your palette into numerous
categories that assist you to with daily themed wardrobes. Many times I have seen color analysts
who appearance a sizzling mess, making me question: just how skillful are they at what they do?I
highly recommend this reserve. What I would recommend more will probably see Zyla personally.
Improve how you feel about your clothes, your house, and yourSELF. Mission accomplished! I love
this reserve. It changed my whole outlook on what I use, and what I feel best in.. That is, the colors
& It was fascinating. So fun Optimize your life with shades! Okay, that may not appear to be "new"
news.. Therefore when he talked about the colors, I had a need to discover what he was talking
about. but Zyla calls for these concepts to an even that by no means crossed my mind. And using
his suggestions & suggestions, Personally i think SO much happier and more comfy in my clothing.
He doesn't put you in a package of 4 or 12 options. I loved this reserve and got a lot out of this.
During the past, I've read a lot of books about personal style and color, but this one is by much the
best to understand WHICH colors are best for you, and in WHAT circumstances. As I consider
myself a bold character, I proceeded to go with winter, but I hardly ever really felt satisfied with it. I
completely love it! But, since he didn't, I experienced periodicals and cut out regions of color that
appeared to match what I should be wearing. And then, I glued them to a 3x5 index card, therefore
i can bring it in my purse when I'm shopping for clothes. Or household accessories (because the
colors apply there, too). Color Your Style reserve by David Zyla, excellent information!.Seriously this
may sound dumb yet I am so happy about my analysis I could cry. I also got plenty of ideas on
how best to better organize my closet. your veins, the colour you change when you blush, your
irises!We actually came across David's publication via Pinterest, when We was once again
comparing winter and summer palettes to see which one really worked for me personally..
However, I did buy one color steering wheel. And plan to get a different one from a different
company to observe if there are extra shades in it. I really do think, that to look my best, this
publication has helped me. That one concentrates on style/ less on color. A Colorado Shopper Find
the true you in color Amazing book! There's good advice here - useful "consider it with you" advice
actually - but without viewing the differences in colours that the writer writes about, I acquired a bit
lost. Take a look! That said, TOSS the Summer months/Winter/Spring/Autumn theology. That one
concentrates more on color/much less on style. I recommend it! HIGHLY RECOMMEND David Zyla's
books, but I prefer his other book "The Color of Style" over that one. I started learning "colors" back
the mid 80's. This book is a lot more detailed than the original "what's your color" book in terms of
breaking down the seasons and related colors. (I also weeded-out about half my closet.And his
color analysis technique is amazing, too.. I thought in the process enough to know that I was not a



warm season, but winter was too strong, and summer time seemed too wishy-washy. This was at
the end of the publication. Intrigued? Many ACCURATE Color Theology I've found in 35 years! Great
tips/how to. In the process I read about something called "Zyla sunset summer season/elegant
bohemian," and I loved those terms so very much, I decided to look up what this intended.) I really
do wish he had color swatches in the book, or within the back again cover. He really understands
his stuff and in the event that you follow it, you won't ever again buy articles of clothes whose color
will not flatter you.He goes by your naturally occurring shades - in the palm of your hand, your
pinched finger, your iris coloring, your wrist vein coloring, your locks coloring - highlights and
lowlights. You truly have something special. styles you'll use to employment interview or important
meeting. This is actually the best book for finding your true colors and optimizing your life! Very
helpful book We was impressed by the sheer quality of details on finding your true colors . Now
what does this have to do with his book?
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